**Fall Allergies - Roller Recipe**

| 5 drops Peppermint Essential Oil |
| 5 drops Lavender Essential Oil |
| 5 drops Lemon Essential Oil |
| Jojoba Oil (or carrier oil of choice) |
| 10 ml Roller Bottle |

1) Add essential oils into roller bottle.
2) Fill rest of bottle with carrier oil, be sure to leave space at top.
3) Insert roller ball and add cap, roll bottle between hands to blend oils together. Add bottle label.
4) To use, apply small amount to back of neck, wrists and temples and massage gently in. Be sure to avoid eyes. Repeat as needed.
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*These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This information is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent disease. All rights reserved. For personal use only, you can make copies for yourself and for use on gifts otherwise reproduction of this sheet or portions thereof in any form whatsoever is strictly forbidden without the express written consent of the publisher.*